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SEPT-ÎLES

WELCOME TO
OUR WORLD!

}

Territory covering 1,750 km2 (1,090 sq. mi.)
facing the Gulf of St. Lawrence

}

Population of 30,000 inhabitants
}

}

}

At the heart of major maritime routes
for North America, Europe, and Asia
Gateway to the Great Lakes
and the American market

10 km (6,2 mi) diameter circular bay | Protection
provided by the islands (natural rampart) | Safe
anchoring for vessels | Accessible year round
Favourable maritime conditions
Predictable tides

}

4 distinct seasons | Temperate climate

}

Extraordinary natural ecosystem
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STRATEGIC LOCATION

A WORLD
APART

Located at the mouth of the Gulf of St. Lawrence

World-class logistical infrastructure: largest
mineral port in North America | Highly
efficient railway network

Hub for travellers: 3rd-busiest airport in Quebec

Vast and accessible industrial zones
(over 4,000 hectares available)

Ideal for the development of projects
in the primary and secondary sectors

Presence of large multinational companies
in the region:
}

Aluminerie Alouette (the largest in America)

}

Rio Tinto

}

ArcelorMittal

}

Hydro-Québec

Credit: Port of Sept-Îles
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Strong and diversified network of SMEs

Abundance of natural resources
(water, minerals, forests)

Access to liquefied natural gas | Emerging
energy sources in the vicinity

Fisheries
(catching and processing industry)

Knowledge hub: education, research,
and innovation institutions

Workforce specialized in industrial fields

Canada and Quebec: strict regulations focused
on sustainability and progressive practices
Stable political environment

Rich cultural hub (indigenous and
non-indigenous communities) | 3 spoken
languages (French, English, Innu-aimun)

Government services on site
Sept-Îles is at the heart of the government’s
economic development strategies
Green renewable energy easily available
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STRONG ECONOMY

DELIVERING THE BEST
TO OUR WORLD
Sept-Îles is a shipping hub for high purity iron ore from the Labrador
Trough and premium aluminum.
Credit: Port of Sept-Îles
PANTONE 185

LARGE INDUSTRIES

}
}

PROCESS C0 M91 Y90 K0

}

Leading producer of iron ore in Canada

}

Transshipment site in Sept-Îles

}
RGB R230 G13 B46

Owner of the federally regulated QNS&L
railway, linking the Labrador Trough to port
facilities in Sept-Îles

}
}

Version Noir 100%

}
}

Mining company based in Minnesota
Ore transiting through Sept-Îles
(via the QNS&L railway) to be shipped
around the world

Major world producer of steel
Ore transiting through Sept-Îles (via the
QNS&L railway) to be shipped around the
world

100% Quebec-based company
Ore transiting through Sept-Îles (via the
QNS&L railway) to be shipped around the
world

}

}
}

Leading-edge facilities and equipment for
handling natural resources
Shipping hub with railway infrastructure
Access to the Port of Sept-Îles multiuser
dock, able to accommodate the largest bulk
cargo carriers (300,000 t)
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ALUMINUM
}
}
Credit: Port of Sept-Îles

Largest aluminum smelter in America (in terms of production capacity)
Owned by a five-partner international consortium: Rio Tinto (Canada), AMAG
Austria Metall (Austria), Hydro Aluminum (Norway), Investissement Québec
(Canada), and Marubeni Metals & Minerals (Japan)

ENERGY

Credit: Hydro-Québec

}

Ten hydroelectric generating stations in the vicinity

}

Access to liquefied natural gas

SMALL AND MEDIUM ENTERPRISES (SME)
}

Over 250 SMEs specialized in the industrial sector

}

A sense of solidarity and complementarity between SMEs and large companies

}

Excellent ability to adapt to meet the needs of the sector (innovation)

}

Business incubator | Centre d’entrepreneuriat et valorisation des innovations
de Sept-Îles (CEVI)

FISHING
Credit: IOC

}

Major regional fishing harbour in terms of landed value ($14 M)1

}

Very diversified aquatic fauna

}
Credit: Optik 360

Direct involvement of Indigenous populations (knowledge and sustainable
resource management) | Agence Mamu Innu Kaikusseht (AMIK)

}

Processing industry (UMEK)

}

Winter storage yard for boats

1

Fisheries and Oceans Canada, “Key Ports and Marine Sectors in Quebec by Landed Value”, 2019
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TRANSPORTATION

SERVING
OUR WORLD

SCHEFFERVILLE

FERMONT

LABR ADOR CITY
SEPT-ÎLES

}

}

Potential business volume of 100 million tons

}

14 docks

}

}

}

}

QUÉBEC

Most important iron ore port in North America
(over 90% of tonnage is for export)

Multiuser, deep-water dock | Ability to
accommodate Chinamax vessels
Railway transshipment centre and train ferry linking
Sept-Îles to the rest of the North American railway
network | Easy access, year round | Competitively
priced storage and services
Leader in environmental preservation and
development of the blue highway | Environmental
Observatory for the Bay of Sept-Îles | Founding
member of Green Marine

OTTAWA
MINNEAPOLIS

TORONTO
TOLEDO

INDIANAPOLIS

}

}
}

International cruises
}

}

}

}

Over 650 km (405 mi) of railway linked
to the North | Access to the resources
of the Labrador Trough

MONTRÉAL

}

Ore and freight transportation
(tens of millions of tons/year) | QNS&L railway

}

Passenger transportation service
(Transport ferroviaire Tshiuetin)

}

CLEVELAND

BOSTON

PITTSBURGH

3rd-busiest airport in Quebec
(after Montreal and Québec) | Hub servicing
the North, the East, and the major cities
150,000 travellers per year
Daily flights to Québec, Montreal,
and the Labrador Trough
Charter flights (plane, helicopter)
Large airport capacity
(high-capacity transport aircraft)
Road connected to the capital
and the metropolitan area
Presence of several commercial truckers
(and storage)
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EDUCATION, RESEARCH, AND INNOVATION

MOVING OUR
WORLD FORWARD
EDUCATION
}

}

}

}

Professional, college, and university training
tailored to the needs of the labour market
Three languages of instruction: French, English,
and Innu-aimun
Internationally recognized teaching programs
International students in industrial programs

}

Training program

}

Technical assistance and research

}

Intelligent energy management

}

Specialized workforce suited to the ambitious
goals of North Shore companies
Human resources expertize in the industrial field
(mining, maintenance, railway transportation,
construction, maritime transportation,
administration, computer science)

}

}

}

RESEARCH
}

}

}

Energy efficiency of industrial systems
and buildings

Research related to environmental sciences
and occupational health and safety
Environmental Observatory for the Bay
of Sept-Îles
Research chair on coastal ecosystems and port,
industrial, and maritime activities | Partnership
with the Port of Sept-Îles and Université Laval
Centre of Industrial Port Expertise (CEIP)

Industrial maintenance, energy, simulation,
embedded systems, and artificial intelligence
Technical support and technology transfer
to companies

}

}

Support in the development of innovative
projects in the fields of fishing, aquaculture,
and marine technology
Regional positionning as a leader, both
nationally and internationally
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}

Industrial research specialized in fishing, aquaculture, processing,
and marine bioresources technologies

Credit: Cégep de Sept-Îles

CHAIRE DE RECHERCHE
SUR LA GESTION DU
CARBONE FORESTIER

}

}

Research on the impact of climate change on boreal forest
carbon stocks
Research on the role of forest management in the offsetting
of industrial emissions in Quebec

Credit: RAIL
}

Contribution to the growth of research and innovation in the
development of emerging technologies linked to the renewable
energy sector

SEPT-ÎLES INNOVATION ZONE PROJECT
}
Credit: INREST
}
Credit: Cégep de Sept-Îles

}

Technology park intended for research and business development
close to research and post-secondary institutions
Industrial parks intended for accommodating companies
(industrial-port zone)
Community and logistics hub, including transportation and
communication infrastructures
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QUALITY OF LIFE

A PLACE
FOR EVERYONE
}

}

Modern city open to the world, founded on hospitality and diversity,
with a multicultural identity
Welcoming place for newcomers | Community known
for its warm welcome

}

Engaging community

}

Safe environment

}

Hospital centre with a regional service hub
(several medical specialities)

}

Several community services

}

At the heart of the North Shore’s unparalleled natural beauty

}

Sporting facilities

}

Social, cultural, recreational, and sports activities

}

Tourism | Cruises
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DEVELOPMENT - INVESTMENT

THE WORLD IS YOURS!
REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT SECTORS

MINES AND MINERALS

}

Iron ore and aluminum

}

Energy efficiency and emerging energy sources

}

Emerging carbon sequestration technologies

}

}

}

Presence of critical and strategic minerals
(apatite, rare earths, graphite, etc.)
Production of powdered metals and additive
manufacturing

Valuation of marine biomaterials

BIOPRODUCTS

SEPT-ÎLES: AT THE HEART OF
THE GOVERNMENT’S ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES
}

Northern action plan

}

Maritime strategy

}

}

INDUSTRIAL
PORT ZONE

}

}

}

Vast sites and industrial parks | Over
4,000 hectares to develop

Quebec plan for the development of critical
and strategic minerals

}

Quebec aluminum development strategy

}

Green economy plan

Located near port services, road and railway
infrastructure
Access to inputs and efficient distribution of
products to North American and international
markets
Significant competitive advantages for processing
and logistics companies

}

Transportation logistics 4.0

}

Multimodal transportation in Eastern Canada

SEVERAL AVAILABLE INCENTIVES
}

Grants

}

Funding

}

Tax credits
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WORDS FROM OUR WORLD

TESTIMONIALS
JULIE CARRIÈRE,
Executive Director of INREST and CEIP

CLAUDE GOSSELIN,
President and CEO of Alouette

The "Enviro-ActionsTM" model includes
an instrumentalization step that ensures
near-real-time data collection for specific
environmental monitoring parameters to
update the environmental picture of the
Sept-Îles port zone. As a result, current managers and new promoters will benefit from
neutral scientific data that fosters social acceptability. This available data will reduce the time
and cost of collecting certain data required for
environmental approval
applications.

Aluminerie Alouette, the largest aluminum
smelter in the Americas, was inaugurated
in Sept-Îles in 1992. The city's strategic
positioning (presence of a deep-water
port and proximity to electrical network)
as well as the availability of a skilled workforce
and and its dynamic community have
contributed to making Sept-Îles the preferred
location for the establishment of the
aluminum smelter.

KATERI C. JOURDAIN,
Managing Director of Immobilière
Montagnaise

AURIMAR YAJURE,
Head administrative services of ITMI
and immigrant

The advantage of cohabitation between
natives and non-natives lies in the
complementarity of services; we're talking
about a much more complete offer, much
richer by the sharing of the two cultures.
The Septilians and the Innu live in a system of
economic interdependence. Our community
has always participated, for centuries, in the
development of the local economy.

The welcome from the people of Sept-Îles
was warm! I had the opportunity to integrate
several activities that allowed me to meet
people, not only from Sept-Îles, but also
from the rest of the province, and of course
immigrants like me. I was fortunate enough to
meet a circle of trustworthy people who were
interested in finding out where I came from,
who I am and what my interests are.
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LOUIS GRAVEL,
President and CEO of SFP Pointe-Noire

PIERRE D. GAGNON,
President and CEO of Port of Sept-Îles

SFP Pointe-Noire has an experienced team
in rail transport and bulk cargo handling.
This expertise allows us to be a leading
partner in achieving our customers'
production objectives, while respecting the
highest standards in terms of health, safety
and the environment. The infrastructure
we have is able to transport any bulk
commodities from the natural resource
industry or otherwise. Thanks to the
most recent investments announced, SFP
Pointe-Noire will have nearly 3 million
tons of storage capacity.

The 3rd most important important port in
Canada, the Port of Sept-Iles is recognized as
the largest iron ore port in North America and
the only one able to accomodate Chinamax
vessels, the largest bulk carriers on the planet
(300,000 t and more). It is also renowned as a
avant-garde due to the quality of its state
of the art infrastructure and recognized as
a major industrial hub in eastern Canada,
serving the many leading iron ore and
aluminum industries in the world. Its
leadership in sustainable development
as well as in innovation, makes it an essential
partner to support structural projects for the
economic development of its community.

LUC FAUCHER,
Director of RAIL
RAIL is a team of competent researchers
dedicated to solving all kinds of railwayrelated issues. Depending on their needs,
our partners benefit from training, technical
assistance or research. On the other hand, we
believe that RAIL contributes to reducing the
ecological footprint of transport. That’s why
we’re also working to make railways reliable,
safe, profitable, and green.
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SUPPORT

CONTACT US!
DÉVELOPPEMENT ÉCONOMIQUE SEPT-ÎLES
700 Laure Boulevard, Office 231
Sept-Îles (Quebec) G4R 1Y1
Telephone: 418-962-7677
desi@deseptiles.com
www.deseptiles.com

